Viral fitness implications of variation within an immunodominant CD8+ T-cell epitope of HIV-1.
Cytotoxic T-lymphocyte (CTL) epitopes within the HIV genome are subject to negative and positive selective pressures, the balance of which influences CTL escape at a given epitope. We investigated whether viral fitness requirements dictate conservation of the HLA-A2 restricted immunodominant epitope SLYNTVATL (SL9). Viral clones incorporating changes throughout the SL9 epitope region were compared to consensus SL9 virus in terms of replication kinetics and relative viral fitness. Constructs recapitulating in vivo SL9-CTL escape variants showed markedly little effect on replication and fitness, as did non-natural conservative mutations targeting immunologically relevant positions of the epitope. Although certain residues of the epitope were constrained by viral requirements, our research reveals that there are multiple SL9 variants that are well tolerated virologically but fail to arise in vivo. In light of this data, assumptions regarding the balance of immune and viral selective pressures on this immunodominant epitope sequence need to be reassessed.